
The ACT Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission,  
Canberra.  
 

Dear Commissioners  
 
Comments on ICRC Draft Report No. 6, 2010. Enlarged Cotter dam water 
security project, April 2010, etc..  
 
The Draft is more disquieting than comforting in relation to Actew's and the 
construction alliance's credibility on demand for the project and its ultimate cost.  
 
The demand for the installation has not been, and probably cannot be established, 
making the latter irrelevant.  
 
Others also apparently see it that way, for example, by favouring a proposed 
Murrumbidgee River into Googong Dam transfer pipeline over an enlarged Cotter 
Dam, the ACT Greens rightly confirm the medium-long-term adequacy of our 
current 4-dam water storage capacity, which is already supplemented by an 
existing Murrumbidgee draw point. ("Greens query whether $363m dam needed", 
The Canberra Times, April 30, p. 5).  
 
That pipeline has cost and environmental problems.  
 
Especially on "alliance" projects where fully successful and enduring results 
always seem to come second to the profitability of the partners, experience shows 
that further cost increases are likely on the transfer pipeline project, and on the 
subject project, the topographically counter-intuitive (triple walled), 
environmentally and agriculturally intrusive Cotter Dam enlargement. Actew is 
apparently even hedging its bets on the filling of the enlarged dam, and does not 
propose to draw on it.  
 
Actew has not denied that earlier shameful delays in upgrading its Mt. Stromlo 
plant that treats water from the ACT's main source, the bountiful Bendora and 
Corin Dams, prevented the plant's continued operation, including dealing with '03 
bushfire-related pollution. That precipitated the virtual emptying of the region's 
massive but slow-filling back-up reservoir, Googong, and hence, the current low 
storage levels.  
 
Because of Googong's relatively huge capacity, the overall storage level can 
recover if that reservoir is left alone. That outcome involves the rapid rectification 
of the lining of a tank at Mt. Stromlo and upgrading the gravity pipeline to Stromlo 
from Bendora. It appears that the cost of the former item might be able to be 
recovered, on the grounds of negligence, from consultants advising on and 
designing the first refurbishment and upgrading of the Stromlo plant after the fires 
(better late than never, but it should have been done earlier and properly).  



 
Certainly, with climate change, a conservative approach to storage capacity is 
necessary.  
 
However, it is clear from the above, that, instead of increasing or supplementing 
storage, we should be seriously promoting and subsidising domestic and business 
rain water retention, and, primarily, embarking on a comprehensive, safe (like 
Brisbane's), on-going-job-creating, waste water recycling plant now

 

, "shandying" 
its product into Googong Dam for equivalent draw-off (Googong would then be 
allowed to fill optimally, i.e. naturally), leaving the often-full existing Cotter Dam 
for major (drought- and urban-modified) environmental flows.  

The capital and life-cycle costs of the recycling plant and its residual salt disposal 
should be much less than the Actew's and the civil engineering industry's proposed 
Cotter Dam enlargement, and the Murrumbidgee-Googong pipeline, etc., which are 
yesterday's solutions.  
 
The Cotter Dam enlargement should be shelved indefinitely, in favour of an 
expeditious waste water treatment plant.  
 
Yours faithfully  
 

Jack Kershaw FRAIA  
 
3/5/10  
 


